ISSUE: TOILETS ARE NOT TRASHCANS

One of the earliest stories about the coronavirus pandemic in the United States was the sudden stockpiling of toilet paper. Stores ran out quickly, and people began substituting paper towels and baby wipes. These products do not break down easily and are not meant to be flushed. Over the coming weeks, there was an uptick in clogged sewer lines and plumbing systems across the country. People have been using more disinfectant wipes to clean and disinfect their homes, and these have now been contributing to backups and clogged sewers too. Education campaigns about what not to flush down the toilet long predate the coronavirus pandemic, but this crisis has shone a spotlight on the issue.

The Value of Water Campaign prepared this fact sheet to provide communications tips to help people understand what they can and can’t flush down the toilet and why. It also highlights some great examples of how supporters of the Value of Water Campaign use successful approaches through social media. More examples can be found on the Value of Water Campaign COVID Response Page.

We hope this round-up of tips and examples helps empower water sector stakeholders to communicate and educate their communities on their wastewater systems.

Dispel the Flushable Myth

Labels on many varieties of bathroom wipes read “flushable,” even though wipes contribute to clogs and equipment problems downstream. As sales of wipes marketed as flushable have increased, so have their impacts on wastewater utilities. Messages should dispel the myth about flushable wipes by acknowledging that the label may say “flushable,” but that’s in fact not true. And then explain why: they don’t break down like toilet paper, they clog sewers, they can bind with grease and other materials to create enormous blockages (sometimes called “fatbergs,”) and they are expensive and very unpleasant to remove.

By acknowledging that the packaging claims wipes are flushable and then countering that claim with information emphasizing wipes’ damage, utilities can help educate consumers.

COVID-19:
Communication Strategies for the Water Sector
Acknowledge consumers’ experiences.
Many customers are overwhelmed by the shortage of paper products and the greater need for household cleaning. Thinking about what they put in their toilet is likely not a top priority. By acknowledging their customers’ realities, utilities can show empathy and build trust before encouraging them to not flush wipes or paper towels.

Show why this matters (it’s okay to lean into the gross factor!)
Pictures of sewer backups are worth a thousand words. Most people who flush wipes at home aren’t thinking about the long-term impact on the system. Photos of enormous fatbergs and tangled messes getting extracted from pipes and equipment are effective partly because they are gross. Disgust has been shown in many studies to increase memory and impact of information. Humans are wired to pay attention to disgusting things.

Interact and answer questions.
Social media is a great way to connect with customers and answer questions. Monitor for, and quickly answer, questions that come in, or consider soliciting questions as Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer did in the example below. Make sure you prepare your social media staff to answer questions about wipes and provide accurate, straight-forward information.
Demonstrate personal impact of flushing wipes.

While the impact on wastewater systems may not be persuasive for some consumers, it may move others to action when they become aware of the personal impact of flushing wipes. By making the damage wipes can cause immediately relevant to consumers—no one wants a backed-up toilet—utilities can drive the point home.

Use humor and pop culture references to connect with consumers.

While COVID-19 poses very serious threats to our public health, humor, when framed appropriately, can be an important way to make wipes a resonant issue with consumers. There is a growing body of research that suggests that contextual humor can be an effective tactic for social change communication. It’s also a way to overcome an initial reaction of disgust to an unpleasant topic.
Share resources for all ages.

Consider sharing resources for people of all ages. Activities for children can help the newest toilet-users of a household learn the importance of only flushing the three P’s: pee, poo, and (toilet) paper. Many parents are home with their school-aged children and will appreciate ready-made educational activities, such as coloring pages, science experiments, and more.

Additional Resources
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If you would like to learn more, share ideas, or get involved with the Value of Water Campaign, please contact Katie Henderson, Program Manager: khenderson@uswateralliance.org.